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The first years of the poker boom were fueled by the interest in no-limit hold em tournaments.

Recently, however, players have been gravitating to another, even more complex form of hold em

no-limit cash games.  In Harrington on Cash Games: Volume I, Dan Harrington teaches you the key

concepts that drive deep-stack cash game play. You ll learn how to tailor your selection of starting

hands to your stack size, how to recognize the increasing deception value of supposedly weaker

hands as the stack sizes increase, and how to use the concept of pot commitment to your

advantage as the size of the pot grows. After laying out the general concepts behind deep-stack

cash game play, Harrington shows you a complete strategy for post-flop play, and then teaches you

the difference between post-flop play against a single opponent and post-flop play against multiple

opponents. If you play no-limit hold em cash games, you need to read this book.  Dan Harrington

won the gold bracelet and the World Champion title at the $10,000 buy-in No-Limit Hold em

Championship at the 1995 World Series of Poker. And he was the only player to make the final table

in 2003 (field of 839) and 2004 (field of 2,576) considered by cognoscenti to be the greatest

accomplishment in WSOP history. In Harrington on Cash Games, Harrington and two-time World

Backgammon Champion Bill Robertie have written the definitive books on no-limit cash games.

These books will teach you what you need to know to be a winner in the cash game world.
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"Harrington on Cash Games" is a two book series that deals with full ring no limit cash games.

Volume I deals with general concepts, preflop play and flop play. Part one of the book begins with

basic ideas. Harrington recommends skipping this section if you are already familiar with the

fundamentals of no limit hold 'em and I agree. This section of the book does not cover any new

ground. Part two of the book deals with broad elements of no limit cash games. The section on

stack size is excellent and explains how different stack sizes call for vastly different preflop and

postflop strategy. The section on hand reading is good as Harrington goes through some of the

thought processes required to break down and analyze a hand. There's a very brief discussion of

metagame. This involves exploiting your image and making small costly plays which you expect will

reap greater dividends in the future.Part three is about tight aggressive preflop play. This is where

the book starts to lose some of its shine. The book is stuck in what is conventionally referred to as

"level 1" thinking, that is "What cards do I hold in my hand?". Different types of opponents require

different strategies but the book plods on with many pages of "I have X hand in Y position. What

should I do?". As a trivial example an opponent who is a "rock" and rarely tries to steal your blind

requires a different strategy from a maniac who tries to steal your blind every time it is folded

around. The book does not really address tailoring your play to your opponent preflop.Part four of

the book is about tight aggressive flop play. Once again the book falls short in a number of areas.

Dan Harrington's three volumes on no limit tournament strategy became instant classics in the world

of poker literature. No one before had ever attempted such a comprehensive discussion of optimal

tournament strategy, with unique and extensive hand examples drawn from real-world play.

Certainly no one with Dan Harrington's record and reputation had done so. Now, in this planned

two-part series, Harrington tries to tackle cash game play in the same style and manner as his

tournament books. In doing so, he has written a good, solid book, but not a great one, and certainly

not another classic.Harrington was destined to fall short tackling this subject matter. To begin with,

no limit cash game play has been written about extensively, starting with Doyle Brunson in 1979's

Super System and carrying on through a plethora of Sklansky's 2+2 books throughout the 1980s

and 1990s. Thus, while Harrington was able to discuss several unique and unfamiliar ideas on no

limit tournament strategy (including the importance of blind structure, the M number, chip

management, inflection points, among many others), there's not much new ground here to cover. In

fact, this book only contains two new "Harrington Laws", and both of them are lifted from Sklansky

(the gap theory of calling an early position raiser and the unimpressive observation that more people



in the pot means that a player needs a stronger hand in order to bet).So basically there's nothing

exactly new here. I agree partially with the review by Don Nguyen below; the book does indeed

focus way too much on level 1 thinking (i.e. how strong a hand do I "need" given a particular flop

and position).
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